
It’s summertime, and the living is….easier, anyhow. The summer
days are long, and with a bit of luck one gets home in time for a
few hours of remaining daylight, and perhaps even a barbeque or

other such pleasurable event. In the bright, warm days of summer it’s
tough to be inside a datacenter, basking in the glow of fluorescent lights
just doesn’t feel the same as genuine sunshine.

In light of the season, I thought it would be a good time to look at
how we can use, and even enjoy, computers at home, and to consider
the ways in which they can be entertaining—or more accurately, pro-
vide entertainment. In fact, this article was inspired by my wish to
inject a little non-work related fun back into computing, and also by a
desire to create an audio “jukebox,” with music available via PC
throughout my home.

First, a little background: I am a Luddite, because I have records…a
lot of records. You know, the black, round things that were used by
primitive humans eons ago? I even have 78rpm records. Many are
recordings of music that has never been released on CD nor electroni-
cally, and never will be. I take great pleasure in listening to all of them
in a rather ritualistic way.

It is all a legacy of my former occupation as a recording engineer,
and also of my present avocation restoring vintage recordings, and I
don’t intend to give them up anytime soon.

Yet I freely admit that records are a big nuisance: they take up too
much space, they are hard to care for, they weigh too much (ask any-
body who ever helped me move!), and (horrors!) one must turn them
over after a half-hour or so of listening.

I have lots of CDs too. CD’s are great, but even they take up space,
and they get disorganized as one’s collection grows. Come to think of
it, they’re not so light when you move them, either.

So what’s a Luddite to do? Digitize!
There’s nothing new about digitizing audio—I recorded music

digitally (to tape) almost twenty years ago, but on a machine that
cost $30,000! What is fairly new is the wealth of cheap tools and
fast PCs that finally make digital, computerized music available to
home users a practical possibility. Now that file-sharing Napster has
gone legit, and Apple’s iTunes software and iPod are runaway hits,
even CDs feel a little passé. After all, CD’s are nearing their 25th
anniversary since introduction. That’s about as long as the heyday
of cassette tapes.

So, in this month’s article I’m taking a look at software that can
make a digital jukebox a reality in your home. The basic tools needed
are a “ripping” application (to extract CD audio as “MP3” files or other
formats for use on the PC), a player to listen to those files, and finally

a catalog utility to track what will likely become an overwhelming
number of music files. The audio tools I highlight this month are capa-
ble of doing these tasks with aplomb.

My goal was simple: I wanted to create a digital jukebox to store
my collection so that it was accessible from anywhere on my small
home network.

A word about audio quality: digitizing audio while maintaining
audio quality is a subject of profound depth; indeed, many doctoral dis-
sertations have been written on the subject. This article assumes that
readily accessible music is the goal, not audiophile-quality sound. I
have provided some useful links to the deeper subject of digitizing, as
well as some links to the complex hardware side of the equation (such
as sound cards, and the subject of getting audio from an analogue
source—like a phonograph—into a PC), but this article is meant as an
overview focusing on inexpensive solutions for organizing and playing
music only.

I’m also not going to get into the methods of serving the sound
files either; any basic server setup will do. I use a SuSE
Linux/Apache webserver box because it makes more efficient use of
my old PC, a five-year-old system with modest specs. It takes very
little processing power to serve these files up on a home network,
and with the price of giant capacity hard drives reaching absurdly
low levels, the storage guzzling nature of digital audio files is no
longer a significant issue.

Ironically, the biggest problem I’ve faced with this project is the
same one I always struggled with—organization. Just as I could never
decide whether to organize LPs or CDs alphabetically or by genre, it
doesn’t take long to become overwhelmed and disorganized with music
files in the digital world either. Fortunately, this month’s picks are per-
fect for bringing order to the task.

MEDIA MONKEY 2.4.1

Media Monkey (MM) can catalog just about every audio file format
out there, extracts audio from CDs quickly and efficiently, features a
wealth of audio export options, and boasts a solid built-in CD burner
app. There’s more: it sports a handsome interface which is intuitive and
easy to use.

Best of all, it is remarkably fast at scanning for media files. Results
are displayed in a cascading folder tree, and CD’s are rapidly tagged
with the relevant Artist/Title information from FreeDB.Org’s database
of titles.
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Track lists and playlists may be exported to a wealth of formats
(such as comma-delimited, HTML, etc) for sharing and cataloguing.
The CD import and ripping capabilities are notable for the excellent
range of format and quality options. Volume-leveling (for matching
volume on audio imported from multiple sources) and other audio
tweaks are well implemented.

One other feature of note is MediaMonkey’s plug-in architecture:
several interesting plug-ins are available for adding enhancements such
as connectivity to portable devices, and tools for audio tweaking such
as the “Pacemaker” plug-in, which alters the tempo and pitch of audio
sources—a great tool for musicians.

My only complaint about MM is the regrettable omission of
MP4/M4A file-handling capability. These audio file-types are heav-
ily used by Apple in the iTunes world, and are compact files with
excellent audio quality. The only other noteworthy weak point in
MediaMonkey is the built-in audio player, which tends to have play-
back artifacts, but this is not a serious problem because you can
make the excellent stand-alone WinAMP audio player the default
within MM.

MediaMonkey is freeware, however there is an enhanced “Gold”
version available for $19.95. The paid version adds some features
such as a faster integrated CD Burner, portable audio player synchro-
nization, and even more sophisticated audio tools. If you are serious
about creating a home jukebox, the Gold version is well worth the
modest cost.

The freeware version of MediaMonkey is truly outstanding, with
none of the nagging registration/upgrade nonsense of similar appli-
cations. In fact, it may almost be too full-featured and complex for
users with modest needs, but that seems a very petty nitpick for a
free product.

MEDIA CATALOG STUDIO LITE 4.1

Media Catalogue Studio Lite (MCSL) is similar to Media Monkey, but
is much more of a cataloging tool rather than an all-in-one media tool.

It does have the advantage of being able to handle Apple’s popular
MP4/M4A format, and can import from nearly any storage media or
device. It is also somewhat faster at cataloging than MediaMonkey, and
if your goal is strictly organizing your music files, it is arguably the bet-
ter product. It allows you to sort music by a bewildering number of
tags, including music tempo (feeling like a good old-fashioned waltz?),
genre, mood, year, and more. A simple right-click on any track in the
playlist allows you to assign such properties to the files.

MCSL uses the proprietary CDDB database for retrieving artist and
track titles, but I find FreeDB to be more comprehensive. I’ve had good
luck getting titles to some pretty obscure CDs using FreeDB that came-
up unknown on CDDB.

There are no integrated audio players, CD burners, or audio ripping
tools in MCSL, it relies upon external applications for those tasks.

Like Media Monkey, Media Catalogue Studio is available in a free
version, or, for $24.95, as a premium “Pro” version with more exten-
sive capabilities.

Media Catalog Studio Lite is a fine product for those with account-
ant-like compulsion to catalog their music collection. However, I think
an all-in-one tool like Media Monkey is far more useful.

MUSICMATCH 10.0

Musicmatch Jukebox is a glitzy commercial product—and it
shows. It works very well, and has the most clean and attractive
GUI of the tools I’m reviewing in this article. Musicmatch is very
easy to use. Setting up a CD rip for example is easier than in
MusicMonkey, with a range of audio sampling choices displayed in
a simple radio button menu that avoids the alphabet soup of the
myriad choices in MusicMonkey.

The main downside to Musicmatch is its heavy-handed nagging of
the user to upgrade to the paid version, and overly persistent merchan-
dizing efforts to sell Musicmatch’s streaming-audio and downloadable
song service. Those services are quite good, but it doesn’t take long to
realize they’d really like you to buy these value-added services rather
than take the freeware route.

To their credit, the $19.95 Pro version does away with much of the nag-
ging, and has some worthwhile features, like direct digitization of analog
sources such as records and tapes. The Pro version also boasts signifi-
cantly faster CD ripping and burning than the free version, as well as label
and cover art printing. It is an impressive all-in-one package for the price.

However, the capabilities of the free version are impressive in their
own right, with rapid and thorough scanning for audio files, and
advanced sorting and search features. One especially nifty feature is the
“AutoDJ,” which plays audio tracks in random order based on parame-
ters you choose, and those qualities you have assigned to your music,
such as mood or release year. This worked surprisingly well for me,
and was a fun way to listen to music.

Another interesting feature is an explicit lyrics filter, which is pass-
word protected when enabled. I found this worked reasonably well, and
it might be a good solution for listening at a workplace, or for those
with children who might listen to the Jukebox. For those whose taste
tends towards such music, it may be a welcome addition.

Musicmatch is a good choice for those who prefer a simplified
interface, and the convenience of a highly integrated music source for
downloadable songs.
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MediaMonkey:
http://www.mediamonkey.com

Media Catalog Studio Lite:
http://www.maniactools.com

Musicmatch:
http://www.musicmatch.com

WinAMP:
http://www.winamp.com

An excellent historical overview of recording technology:
http://www.videointerchange.com/audio_history.htm

A deep dive into the theory and practice of Audio Digitization:
http://www.mcgoodwin.net/digitalaudio/digitalaudio.html

An excellent tutorial on bringing analog audio into your PC:
http://www.dartpro.com/Soundbytes/Connect2PC.asp

A really cool audiocassette player for your PC (Sorry, no 8-tracks):
http://www.plusdeck.com/



One point to note, Musicmatch Jukebox 10 requires Windows XP.
For Windows 2000 system, you must use the 9.0 version, which is
plenty capable in its own right.

CONCLUSION

MediaMonkey is by far the most comprehensive tool of the bunch,
with near professional-quality features. It shines in ripping from CD
to hard disk, with a remarkably granular control of format and sam-
pling rate. It is everything a free tool should be, and more. In fact, it’s
a steal, but if you are serious about your music then I recommend
upgrading to the Gold version, the added features make an already
excellent product outstanding.

Thanks to MusicMonkey, I listen to most of my music now through
the magic of computers. But I’m not letting go of my records…I’m just
waiting for somebody to make a phonograph that fits in a PC case.

NaSPA member Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in
broadcast engineering in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was
assigned to support early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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